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Abstract. We propose a discretization technique using non-fitting grids to simulate magnetic
field based resistivity logging measurements. Non-fitting grids are convenient because they are
simpler to generate and handle than fitting grids when the geometry is complex. On the other
side, fitting grids have been historically preferred because they offer additional accuracy for a
fixed problem size in the general case. In this work, we analyse the use of non-fitting grids
to simulate the response of logging instruments that are based on magnetic field resistivity
measurements using 2.5D Maxwell’s equations. We provide various examples demonstrating
that, for these applications, if the finite element matrix coefficients are properly integrated, the
accuracy loss due to the use of non-fitting grids is negligible compared to the case where fitting
grids are employed.
1. Introduction
Electromagnetic (EM) logging methods are widely used in oil engineering for their ability to
distinguish between oil and water-saturated rocks [16]. Applications include logging while drilling
(LWD) [23], deep and extra-deep azimuthal logging [5,30] and crosswell tomography [31]. In these
applications, an EM field is generated by a logging instrument placed inside a well. The tool
is equipped with EM receivers in order to measure how the generated field is impacted by the
resistivity of surrounding rocks. The raw receiver measurements are rarely provided, but instead,
they are often post-processed to compute a quantity called “apparent resistivity”, which is defined
as the resistivity of the infinite homogeneous medium that reproduces the measurements [16]. The
apparent resistivity is recorded as the logging instrument is moved along the well, and the resulting
curve in which the apparent resistivity is plotted against the tool position is called a “resistivity
log”.
In simple geometries where the logging trajectory is almost perpendicular to the discontinuities
in resistivity, practitioners can often identify the EM rock properties nearby the well directly from
the resistivity log. When the formation geometry is more complex, however, the relation between
apparent resistivity and the actual resistivity distribution is not obvious. In addition, borehole
effects [20,22], and invasion by drilling mud [13,28] can further affect the measurements.
To properly interpret borehole resistivity measurements in all possible situations, numerical
inversion and simulation algorithms are required. Hence, there is a need for accurate, robust and
efficient discretization schemes that are able to reproduce resistivity logs. This is especially true in
geosteering applications, in which inverted resistivity measurements are used to guide the drilling
well trajectory in real time.
Nowadays, real-time fully 3D simulations are out of reach. But they are feasible if additional
assumptions are made on the resistivity distribution (see e.g. [26] or [19]). For simplicity of
computations, we focus on the case where the resistivity distribution is invariant along one space
direction, say y. Notice, however, that most results presented here can be trivially applied to fully
3D scenarios.
Given a 2D conductivity distribution, we apply a Fourier transform along the y direction, and
we obtain a set of independent 2D problems, one per Fourier mode ξ. The strategy then consists
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in sampling a finite number of Fourier modes {ξj}Nj=1 for which the 2D problems are solved. We
then recover the electromagnetic fields by performing an approximate inverse Fourier transform
using the sampled Fourier modes. As this technique amounts to approximate a 3D problem by a
sequence of 2D problems, it is usually called 2.5D [1,2].
For each sampled Fourier mode, one Maxwell-type 2D problem has to be numerically approx-
imated. Different families of numerical methods are available, including finite differences [1, 9],
finite elements [24] and integral equations [2]. In this work, we focus on finite elements discretiza-
tions. We partition the computational domain into a finite element mesh over which we define
basis functions. We employ tensor product meshes, which greatly simplify the implementation. In
addition, efficient linear solvers and domain decomposition techniques can be easily designed for
this type of meshes.
Unfortunately, if used directly, tensor product grids are not well adapted to handle complex
geometries. Indeed, if the conductivity distribution does not exhibit a Cartesian structure, the
conductivity parameter will take different values inside some mesh elements. In particular, inclined
layers produce the so-called stair-case approximations [6]. More generally, we shall refer to “non-
fitting meshes” to describe those cases in which the physical interfaces of the conductivity model
are not aligned with the element edges. Several approaches have been proposed to overcome
difficulties due to the use of non-fitting grids, both for finite differences and finite elements. These
approaches include homogenization [12] and immersed interface [15] methods.
In this work, we consider finite elements set on non-fitting meshes. The main justification for
using non-fitting grids is the analysis performed in [7], where the authors consider 3D Maxwell’s
equations in a propagation medium that exhibits a constant magnetic permeability, and investigate
the approximation properties provided by non-fitting grids for first-order edge finite elements.
They show that the use of non-fitting grids (as compared to fitting grids) severely deteriorates
the electric field approximation. However, the optimal convergence rate in terms of element size
h is preserved for the magnetic field as long as accurate quadrature schemes are employed to
integrate the finite element linear system. As a result, the use of non-fitting grids seems appealing
to simulate the responses of logging instruments that are based on magnetic field measurements.
The main contribution of the present paper is to assess the performance and accuracy of non-
fitting grids to simulate resistivity logs in practical applications. To this end, we consider realistic
examples that are representative of LWD and extra-deep azimuthal applications. We propose
three different quadrature techniques and discuss their efficiency and accuracy. In addition, the
results obtained with non-fitting grids are compared with those resulting from using standard
finite element discretizations with fitting meshes.
The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes the model problem we solve. The dis-
cretization strategy is presented in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to numerical experiments, and
is followed by the conclusions.
2. Model Problem
2.1. Logging-While-Drilling instrument. For Logging-While-Drilling applications, we con-
sider a logging device equipped with two transmitters and two receivers. As depicted on Figure
1, the tool has a symmetric configuration. The receivers are located at a distance dRX = 0.1 m







Figure 1. Sketch of the tool configuration for LWD
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The transmitters generate alternating currents (AC) with frequency f = 2 MHz. The trans-
mitter coils are represented by punctual sources. Similarly, we use the value of the magnetic field
at the receivers location to modelize the receivers measurements.
We denote by x̂, ŷ, ẑ a coordinate system aligned with the logging instrument, ẑ being the
direction of the tool axis. We denote by Hijab (where a, b = x̂, ŷ or ẑ and i, j = 1 or 2) the magnetic
field value recorded by the j-th receiver in the b direction when the field is generated by the i-th
transmitter in the a direction. The attenuation Aiab and the phase difference P
i
ab measured when
the i− th transmitter is active are then defined via post processing as
Aiab = Re log
Hi1ab
Hi2ab























We compute the apparent resistivity by post processing either the attenuation or the phase dif-
ference. Since analytical solutions are available in homogeneous media, for a value of ρ, one easily
estimates the attenuation and phase corresponding to the tool configuration. Hence, the curves
ρ → Āab(ρ) and ρ → P̄ab(ρ) in a homogeneous medium can be computed once the tool config-
uration is known. This is an “off-line” operation that needs to be performed only once per tool
configuration.
The apparent resistivities are then obtained as the values ρAab and ρ
P





ab) = Pab, assuming both functions Āab and P̄ab are bijective. If any of them is not
injective, it leads to a multiple definition of apparent resistivity, while the lack of surjectivity
produces the so-called “horns” on the resistivity log.
In applications, all transmitter and receiver directions (a, b = x̂, ŷ, ẑ) are of interest to help
identify the resistivity distribution of the formation [10]. In this work, however, for the sake of
simplicity we will focus on the coaxial component a = b = ẑ. Nonetheless, all triaxial components
can be naturally handled.
2.2. Deep-azimuthal logging instrument. In deep-azitmuthal logging applications, we con-
sider a logging device equipped with one transmitter and one receiver that are spaced by 25 m,
as depicted on Figure 2. The transmitter operates at the frequency f = 2 KHz. We use the same
modelization techniques than for the LWD tool to represent the transmitter and the receiver.
25 m
Transmitter Receiver
Figure 2. Sketch of the tool configuration for deep-azimuthal
We denote by x̂, ŷ, ẑ a coordinate system aligned with the logging instrument, ẑ being the
direction of the tool axis. The transmitter is oriented along the tool axis. We consider two
configurations for the receiver: one where the ẑ component of the magnetic field is recorded
(Hzz), and one where the x̂ component is measured (Hzx).
2.3. The 2.5D Maxwell’s system. As the logging instrument emits alternating currents (AC)
at frequency f , time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations are used to modelize the electromagnetic fields.
The magnetic field H : R3 → C3 is then characterized as the solution to the reduced wave equation
given by
(1) iωµ0H + ∇× (ρ̃∇×H) = M in R3,
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where M is a magnetic dipole representing the transmitter. We consider a transverly isotropic
(TI) medium, so that
ρ̃ =
 ρ̃h 0 00 ρ̃h 0
0 0 ρ̃v
 =
 iωε0 + ρh 0 00 iωε0 + ρh 0
0 0 iωε0 + ρv
 ,
and ρh, ρv : R3 → R∗+ are the horizontal and vertical resistivies, respectively. ε0 = 8.854× 10−12
Fm−1 and µ0 = 4π × 10−7 NA−2 are the vacuum permittivity and permeability, ω = 2πf is
the angular frequency and i is the imaginary unit (i2 = −1). In addition to (1), the magnetic
field H should decay (exponentially fast) as approaching infinity. To simplify the mathematical
analysis, we represent the magnetic dipole by a volumetric source. Here, we select a Gaussian load
to represent such magnetic dipole. Thus, M = gd, where g is a 3D Gaussian function and d a
unit vector that represents the direction of the transmitter. The actual amplitude of the source is
irrelevant, since phase differences and attenuations are insensitive to source amplitude variations.
We assume a two dimensional (2D) resistivity distribution. Hence, we write ρ(x, y, z) = ρ(x, z)
where the y direction is arbitrary. We perform a Fourier transform with respect to y. Because ρ








For each ξ ∈ R, Ĥ
ξ
is a vector with three components depending on variables x and z. We







z), so that H
ξ
y is a 2D scalar function and H
ξ is a 2D vector
field.
Starting from 3D problem (1), we have that for each fixed ξ ∈ R, the pair (Hξ, Hξy) is solution























where Mξ = (dx,dz)ĝ
ξ and My = dy ĝ
ξ and ĝξ stands for the Fourier transform of the Gaussian













In addition to (3), a decaying condition is satisfied at infinity. To mimic that condition, we
artificially bound the domain of computation to numerically approximate the problem with finite
elements. The artificial boundary only introduces a small modelization error when placed suffi-
ciently far from the magnetic dipole. We thus introduce a domain Ω which includes the magnetic
dipole. We select the boundary ∂Ω such that it is sufficiently far from the source. Then, we
prescribe the following boundary conditions on ∂Ω
(4) Hξ · n = 0, ∇Hξy · n = 0,
where n is the unit vector normal to ∂Ω pointing outward Ω.
Taking into account boundary conditions (4), we reformulate (3) into the following variational













+ (ρ̃∇Hξy ,∇φ)− iξ(ρ̃Hξ,∇φ) = (Mξy , φ) ∀φ ∈ H1(Ω).
For general geometries, one can not solve (5) analytically. It is thus required to numerically
approximate its solution. In this work, we use a finite element method described in Section 3.
In addition, we do not approximate the solution to problem (5) for all Fourier modes ξ ∈ R.
Instead, we restrict to a finite number of selected Fourier modes and recover the magnetic field
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using an approximate inverse Fourier transform:







j=1 are Nf selected Fourier modes, and {wj}
Nf
j=1 are associated weights.
3. The finite element method
3.1. Finite element spaces. We use a finite element method to approximate variational for-
mulation (5) of 2.5D Maxwell’s equations. The tangential and normal components of the ap-
proximated field respectively belong to H(curl,Ω) and H1(Ω). As a result, we employ Nédélec
edge elements [21] to approximate the tangential component, and Lagrange nodal elements [8] to
approximate the normal component (in the y direction).
For the sake of simplicity, we consider tensor product grids composed of squared elements. The
presented method can be naturally extended to curved and/or triangular elements, as discussed
in Section 3.2.
For a selected mesh Th, the Lagrange nodal element space for Hξy is defined as
Sh,p =
{
vh,p ∈ H1(Ω) | vh,p ∈ Qpp(K) ∀K ∈ Th
}
.




vh,p ∈ H(curl,Ω) | vh,p ∈ Qp(p−1)(K)×Q(p−1)p(K) ∀K ∈ Th
}
.
In the above definitions, Qrq stands for the space of scalar polynomials of degree at most r in the
x variable and at most q in the z variable.
The discrete version of problem (5) is obtained by replacing the continuous functional spaces
H(curl,Ω) and H1(Ω) by their discrete counterparts Vh,p and Sh,p.
3.2. Assembly of the linear system and integration. We employ possibly non-fitting meshes.
Authors of [7] demonstrate that non-fitting meshes are able to produce accurate approximations
of the magnetic field. Specifically, they show that for first-order Nedelec’s elements, the magnetic
field approximation converges linearly in L2-norm, both for fitting and non-fitting meshes. This
legitimate further investigations around the use of non-fitting grids to simulate the response of
logging instruments that are based on magnetic measurements.
The analysis presented in [7] assumes that the coefficients of the finite element matrix are
integrated exactly. For fitting meshes, performing the integration of the linear system coefficients
is simple. Indeed, since the resistivity parameter is constant (or at least smooth) inside each cell,
it is sufficient to select a quadrature scheme that integrates polynomials of sufficiently high degree
over a square. For non-fitting meshes, however, the resistivity parameter can jump inside mesh
cells, and the behaviour of traditional quadrature schemes in terms of accuracy is unclear.
In order to simplify the discussion, we focus on one particular term. In each element K, we





For a fitting mesh, ρ̃h|K ∈ R is constant inside K. As a result, we can extract ρ̃h from integral
(7), and then, it simply remains to integrate a polynomial quantity over a square. This can be done
analytically. Furthermore, optimized strategies involving a “master element” and affine mappings
make it possible to compute (7) fast (see [8, 17] for instance).
On the other hand, when the mesh is non-fitting, computing (7) is more challenging, since ρ̃
can take several values inside K. A popular approach to compute the integral is then to introduce
a homogenized (or, in some sense, averaged) parameter ρ̃?K that is constant over K. However, it is
challenging to select a particular averaging strategy, as several of them are available [12,14,29]. In
addition, most averaging strategies are rigorously established under some restrictive assumption of
the parameter ρ̃. Examples include one dimensional variations [3,18] or small-scale periodicity [14].






Figure 3. Transformation of a physical interface by the constant parameter in-
tegration technique
While the resulting averaging formula can be used in more general media, the accuracy of the
resulting homogenized approximation is not guaranteed.
In this work, we employ a different strategy to approximate integral (7) that is purely based
on quadrature techniques. We do not modify the parameter ρ̃, but instead, we use a sufficiently
accurate quadrature scheme to integrate (7) directly. In the following, we investigate three different
strategies:
(a) “Constant parameter integration”: we approximate ρ̃h by a constant value over each cell.
Specifically, we employ the value of ρ̃h at the center xK of the element K. Thus, constant








This strategy is simple and can be rapidly evaluated using affine mappings from a “master
element” (see [17]). As depicted in Figure 3, this method amounts to introduce a so-called
“staircase” approximation.








where {xk}Nk=1 and {wk}Nk=1 are Gaussian quadrature points and weights that exactly
integrate polynomials of Q2p+1,2p+1(K). Actually, (9) is just the widely used Gaussian
quadrature technique. When the parameter ρ̃h is smooth, it is known that the quadrature
error is small and below the order of approximation. Thus, the quadrature error does not
deteriorate the accuracy of the finite element solution. However, for non-fitting grids, the
error caused by the quadrature rule might be more important, as the parameter ρ̃h we
consider features discontinuities. Gaussian integration (9) has the advantage to work for
non-affine mappings, however, it is more costly than (8) in the case of affine mappings. In
addition, there is no clear geometrical interpretation of the approximation committed on
the resistivity as in the case of constant parameter integration.
(c) “Subelements integration technique”: we introduce a set of squared subelements {Cs}Ss=1













where xsC is the center of Cs. The last integral in the right-hand-side is easily computed,
since the subelements Cs are squares. In addition, if affine mappings are used, an efficient
strategy involving “master subelements” has been designed in [4] to compute (10). We






Figure 4. Transformation of a physical interface by the subelements integration technique
observe that if s = 1, then C1 = K and we recover the constant parameter integration
technique. (10) is thus a generalization of (8), where the parameter S can be tuned to
achieve the desired integration accuracy. Figure 4 shows that this strategy provides a
refined staircase approximation of the resistivity distribution.
The presented quadrature techniques can actually be employed on more general meshes. As
presented in [4], the Constant parameter, and Subelement integration techniques naturally extend
to triangular (or tetrahedral) meshes, as long as the elements are straight (e.g. defined with affine
mappings). On the other hand, general curved quadrangular elements can be used together with
the Gaussian integration technique.
3.3. Comparison with 3D approaches. In this section, we discuss the computational cost of
the proposed 2.5D approach compared to a standard 3D FEM discretization. We assume here that
a direct solver is used to factorize the finite element linear system(s), and that the factorization(s)









floating point operations (FLOPs), where
d is the number of spatial dimensions, p is the polynomial degree, and Ndof is the number of degrees
of freedom in the linear system [11,25].
If we assume that each spatial dimension is subdivided into n elements, then Ndof = O((np)d).
As a result, for a 3D FEM problem, the factorization requires O(n6p6) FLOPs, while the cost for
a 2D FEM problem is O(n3p3 + n2p6) FLOPs.
Since we must solve one 2D problem for each Fourier mode, we obtain that the cost of all
factorizations for the 2.5D approach is O(Nfn3p3 +Nfn2p6), where Nf is the number of Fourier
modes.
Since the solution is expected to converge exponentially fast as a function of the number of
Fourier modes, we have Nf  n in applications (for instance, in our LWD experiments n ' 100
and Nf ' 30), the 2.5D approach employs less than O(n4p3 +p6n3) FLOPs. As a result, the 2.5D
approach requires at least n2 less FLOPs than the 3D approach. In addition, the computations
associated with each Fourier mode are independent, so that one can easily implement fully parallel
algorithms for the 2.5D approach.
4. Numerical experiments for logging-while-drilling
4.1. Grid design. Our aim is to compare the accuracy of fitting grids versus non-fitting grids,
and, for the case of non-fitting grids, to evaluate the errors committed by the use of non-exact
integration techniques. To this end, we will use the coarsest possible grids that provide physically
meaningful solutions. Indeed, for coarser grids, the non-fitting effect is more important. Thus,
coarse grids represent the “worst case scenario”.
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In order to use coarse grids, we employ high order finite elements. In the following, we select
the value p = 4. In addition, we use a different grid for each tool position. Such grids are more
refined nearby the tool center than close to the domain boundary.
For a particular experiment, we consider the highest resistivity value ρmax present in the prop-
agation medium. We adapt the grid so that it is able to correctly reproduce the resistivity log in
a homogeneous medium of resistivity ρmax with an accuracy of 1%.
The grid is also adapted to each Fourier mode. We have empirically observed that using grids
twice larger (both the domain and elements sizes are doubled) for the lowest Fourier mode than
for the largest one lead to satisfactory results. Therefore, assuming that the Fourier modes are
sampled in the interval [0, ξmax], we first fix a grid for the Fourier mode zero. Then, for a higher
Fourier mode ξ, we apply the scaling









Finally, the original grid for the Fourier mode zero is obtained following a manual “trial and
error” approach. In our validation experiments, the maximum resistivity is 10Ω·m. In this case,
we end up with the grid size:
h(x) =

0.08m if |x| < 0.5m
0.1m if 0.5m < |x| < 0.8m
0.11m if 0.8m < |x| < 0.9m
0.8m if 0.9m < |x| < 2m.
In addition, we truncate the y direction with the length 2π, and we select the Fourier modes
ξj = 0, . . . , 25.
In the more realistic experiment we consider, the maximum resistivity is 100Ω·m, and the
corresponding grid size is:
h(x) =

0.05m if |x| < 0.5m
0.075m if 0.5m < |x| < 0.75m
0.1m if 0.75m < |x| < 1m
2.0m if 1m < |x| < 4m.





, j = 0, . . . , 30.
4.2. Validation experiments. We first consider isotropic layers with parallel interfaces. The
logging tool follows a straight trajectory and crosses the layers interfaces with an angle θ.
In order to evaluate the accuracy loss due to the use of non-fitting grids, we propose two
different scenarios, which are physically equivalent, but that are handled differently by numerical
approximations. Figure 5 depicts these cases.
In the first scenario, the layers interfaces are horizontal, and the tool follows a straight path in
the direction of the unit vector (cos(θ), sin(θ)). In this case, since the interfaces are horizontal,
they are easily fitted by a Cartesian grid.
In the second case, the tool position is horizontal, but the interfaces follow the direction
(cos(−θ), sin(−θ)). Since the relative angle between the tool trajectory and the physical interfaces
is the same as before, the physical situation is identical. However, the numerical approximation
will be different.
4.2.1. Two half-spaces. We consider a propagation medium composed of two half-spaces. In the
upper half-space, the resistivity value is 1 Ω·m, while the value of 10 Ω·m is prescribed in the
lower layer. The angle between the tool trajectory and the layer interface is θ = 10o. Figure 6
shows the resistivity logs corresponding to fitting meshes and non-fitting meshes using different
quadrature techniques.
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Figure 6. Resistivity log simulations for two half spaces
We employ a finer “overkilling” fitting grid to estimate the errors committed on the A-log and
P-log. Figures 7 and 8 describe those errors as a function of the tool position.
The “constant parameter” quadrature technique leads to inaccurate logs when the tool is close to
the interface. We further see that for the cases of Gaussian or Subelements integration techniques,
non-fitting meshes provide a level of accuracy comparable to that achieved by fitting meshes.














































Figure 7. Relative errors for the A-log. Formation composed of two half spaces.
Left panel: Figure showing the large error produced by the constant parameter
integration. Right panel: Figure comparing the errors produced by the other








































Figure 8. Relative errors for the P-log. Formation composed of two half-spaces.
Left panel: Figure showing the large error produced by the constant parameter
integration. Right panel: Figure comparing the errors produced by the other
integration techniqes vs. the one committed by the fitting mesh discretization.
4.2.2. A thin layer. We now consider a 5 cm thick layer of resistivity 10Ω·m. The layer is embedded
into a constant 1Ω·m resistivity background. The angle between the tool trajectory and the layer
interfaces is θ = 10o. Figure 9 presents the resistivity logs obtained using fitting and non-fitting
meshes.
Figure 10 presents the error committed on the resistivity logs (compared to a reference solution
computed on a finer mesh). As in the case of the two half-spaces, we see that constant parameter
integration lead to an important accuracy loss. On the other hand, fitting and non-fitting meshes
provide comparable accuracy when using Gaussian or Subelement quadrature techniques.
4.3. A realistic synthetic example. We now consider the geophysical medium depicted on
Figure 11. The medium contains a 5 m deep reservoir that is partially saturated with oil and
water. In addition, the medium features two geophysical faults that are separated by 30 m. All
materials are modelized as isotropic. The tool follows a trajectory of 90 m that is representative
of applications in which one tries to keep the geosteering tool inside the oil saturated part of the
reservoir.
























































































































Figure 10. Apparent resistivity errors for the thin layer test case
Figures 12 and 13 describe the simulated A- and P-logs, respectively. We observe that all
quadrature methods produce similar logs. Nevertheless, a zoom on a particular area shows that
those obtained with the constant parameter integration technique are more “noisy”.
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Figure 11. Synthetic example comprised of a formation and a geosteering well trajectory

















(a) Constant parameter integration




































Figure 12. Simulated logs (complete trajectory)
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(a) Constant parameter integration








Figure 13. Simulated logs (zoom on a particular area)
5. Numerical experiments for deep-azimuthal measurements
5.1. Grid design. In this experiment, we select p = 2. We use grids that are refined around both
the transmitter and receiver. Specifically, if we denote by
D(x) = min(|x− xRX |, |x− xTX |),
the distance between the point x and the receiver and transmitter, we design the grid so that the
local element size satisfies
h(x) =
 1m if D(x) < 5m2m if 5m < D(x) < 10m
10m if 10m < D(x) < 50m.




, j = 0, . . . , 60.
5.2. Validation example. We consider a single experiment that consists of two half-spaces. The
top layer is anisotropic, with ρh = 40Ω·m and ρv = 200Ω·m. The bottom layer consists of an
isotropic material, and we have ρh = ρv = 2Ω·m. The tool follows a straight path, and crosses the
interface with an angle θ = 45o.
Figures 14 and 16 represent the simulated values of Hzz and Hzx, respectively. The absolute
errors (compared to an “overkill” solution computed with a very fine fitting grid) are displayed
on Figures 15 and 17. We observe that non-fitting grids provide sufficiently accurate results (with
errors below the expected noise level), regardless of the integration method.
Due to the large depth-of-investigation of the considered logging instrument, in this example
we realize that even the “constant integration” technique leads to highly accurate results in terms
of the required engineering precision. We emphasize that in other deep-azimuthal examples, the
use of a more precise technique (either Gaussian or sub-integration) may be necessary. Indeed,
it is possible to consider a deep-azimuthal example whose results are identical to those of the
LWD problems shown in Section 4 (this can be done by employing a simple re-scaling technique,
see [27]).
6. Conclusions
Non-fitting grids are easier to generate than fitting grids, and thus lead to simpler and possibly
more efficient implementations. For the particular case of 3D Maxwell’s equations with a constant
magnetic permeability, we know from [7] that the optimal convergence of the magnetic field is
preserved for first-order edge finite elements.
In this work, we evaluate the impact of non-fitting grids on the accuracy of the simulated
resistivity logs in the context of borehole logging applications. To this end, we consider 2.5D
Maxwell’s equations that we discretize using high-order edge and nodal elements (for the tangential
and normal components of the magnetic field with respect to the Fourier plane, respectively).
We present four numerical experiments, which are representative of LWD and deep-azimuthal
applications.



































































Figure 15. Hzz component for the deep-azimuthal logging experiment

































Figure 16. Hzx component for the deep-azimuthal logging experiment

































Figure 17. Hzx component for the deep-azimuthal logging experiment
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In all considered examples, the use of fitting and non-fitting grids provide approximations
of similar quality, provided that an appropriate quadrature scheme is employed for non-fitting
grids. We compare three different strategies that we call “Constant parameter”, “Gaussian” and
“Subelement”.
Both Gaussian and Subelement integration techniques provide accurate solutions, while the
fastest Constant integration technique often (but not always) lead to inaccurate results. The
Gaussian integration technique seems more convenient for quadrangular elements, as non-affine
mappings are easily handled. On the other hand, the Subelement integration technique may be
more suitable for straight triangular elements.
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